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Executive Summary
As the campus-wide hub for innovation and entrepreneurship at the only tier one research university in
Minnesota, the Holmes Center for Entrepreneurship (HCE) supports thousands of students, researchers,
alumni and entrepreneurs across the state each year. HCE organizes (i) competitions, (ii) educational
courses and platforms, (iii) outreach programs, (iv) mentoring, (v) collaborative workspaces and (vi) seed
capital grants. While the primary audience for these new venture creation programs are the students and
researchers of the University of Minnesota (UMN), HCE purposefully leverages these resources to support
alumni and other entrepreneurs across the entire state of Minnesota to fulfill UMN’s land grant mission.
HCE has developed experiential courses and outreach programs that have educated and connected tens
of thousands of entrepreneurs. It organizes the largest statewide startup competition in the country (MN
Cup), accelerates Minnesota’s food and agriculture entrepreneur and innovation ecosystem (Grow North)
leads the state’s entrepreneurship education program (Launch MN), trains BIPOC entrepreneurs (Ascend
Twin Cities) and engages women entrepreneurs (WE*). UMN is one of the top ten performing universities
in the National Science Foundation’s I-Corps program, with HCE staff leading the UMN’s program since
2014 and expanding its local Site role to become a regional I-Corps Partner in 2022.
HCE Goals – New Venture Creation
HCE serves as a hub of entrepreneurship and innovation to inspire, educate and connect the next
generation of Minnesota's entrepreneurs:
● Inspire UMN students and researchers to apply their experience and inventions toward solving
meaningful problems in our communities.
● Increase pre-launch and early-stage technology entrepreneurs’ knowledge and skills to launch
and grow their ventures.
● Conduct inclusive outreach to, and build business connections for, underserved pre-launch and
early-stage technology entrepreneurs across the state of Minnesota.
● Increase the likelihood of external funding from both grant and equity sources for pre-launch
and early-stage technology entrepreneurs.
Competitions
Organized by HCE since 2005, MN Cup has grown into the largest startup competition in country and most
successful outreach program in Minnesota supporting entrepreneurs with resources and connections to
develop their startup ideas. MN Cup has now supported more than 19,000 Minnesota entrepreneurs with
connections and resources, while awarding $4.8 million of non-dilutive cash grants to the most promising
startups across the state that have gone on to raise more than $500 million. More than 200 judges and
100 volunteer mentors annually support the semifinalist teams, offering advice and connections. Longtime corporate sponsors, including UnitedHealth Group, General Mills, Cargill, Wells Fargo, Best Buy and
3M, view MN Cup as a means to connect their employees to innovative startups while efficiently directing
capital to the most promising startups in the state.
MN Cup takes pride in its purposeful outreach to underrepresented groups that result in teams including
women (45%) or people of color (36%). Beyond the competition, educational workshops are organized
by both sponsors and UMN to provide focused content relevant for scalable startups. HCE has supported
the development of feeder competitions from other universities across the state, as well as partnering
with the Mayo Clinic to organize the Walleye Tank competition to nurture health care startups.

HCE also organizes a semi-annual BizPitch competition for undergraduate students at UMN. More than
750 students have entered this competition since 2008, with 81 teams receiving seed capital funding
before advancing to the MIN-Corps STARTUP course and MN Cup competition.
Educational & Commercialization Platforms
HCE leads the development of its experiential entrepreneurship courses in which students design new
products, test and develop new ventures, manage venture capital funds, and launch and operate startup
companies. Each year these courses support the testing of more than a hundred concepts and the
formation of 10-15 new student-owned startup companies. Since 2010, more than 150 UMN studentowned startups formed with the support of HCE, of which more than 40% are still operating. Notable
startups founded by UMN students while enrolled include Zipnosis (acquired by Bright Health in 2021),
Mighty Spark Foods (acquired by Swander Pace in 2021) and Morning Consult (valued at $1B based on
Series B financing in 2021).
MIN-Corps is a UMN-wide NSF program led by HCE, that partners with UMN technology
commercialization and the College of Science & Engineering to educate researchers on commercializing
their UMN technology-based inventions. Funded in part by the National Science Foundation, MIN-Corps
annually engages 600+ researchers and innovators across 22 colleges within UMN in a series of boot
camps, workshops, seminars and courses - all based on lean startup concepts. The Value Proposition
Design Certificate course content and delivery has been developed over the past seven years through
testing and development of more than 400 concepts at UMN, resulting in over 30 currently active startups,
over $29 million in commercialization grants and risk capital, and 31 teams accepted into the highlyselective NSF I-Corps national program for technology startups. Delivery of the curriculum is led by HCE
staff and supplemented by experienced entrepreneurs from targeted industries.
MIN-Corps is leading the Innovation Ecosystem pillar for both the UMN Institiute for Engineering in
Medicine and the Center for Advanced Technologies for the Preservation of Biological Systems, which was
awarded a $26 million grant from the National Science Foundation in 2020. MIN-Corps also connects
scientific innovators to market impact through consultation on commercialization research fellowship
grants, as well as the MIN-Corps Fellows MBA student consulting program.
UMN’s technology commercialization office consistently ranks among the top ten public universities and
has supported the launch of more than 170 technology startup companies since 2006. HCE partners with
this office to deliver commercialization education and training to all researchers seeking to develop UMN
technology and launch new ventures. Since 2017, eight UMN startups were acquired or went public.
In 2020, HCE was selected by the Minnesota Department of Employment & Economic Development to
serve as the statewide educational partner for the new Launch MN network to create an expanded range
of programming for high-technology startups. HCE leads this UMN-wide effort that includes lean startup
courses, mentoring and seminars that focus on lean startup tools, industry connections, fundraising and
the practicalities of launching and scaling technology ventures. During the initial 15 months, more than
400 entrepreneurs have participated in the 5-week Value Proposition Design courses and webinars.
Outreach Programs
Grow North developed out of MN Cup’s efforts to drive innovation in the food and agriculture industry
across Minnesota. Founded in 2017 with support from General Mills, Grow North created an online
resource database of 200+ industry-specific resources, launched the annual Food Ag Ideas Week that
attracts more than 1,000 unique attendees and organizes a monthly entrepreneur education series for

food and agriculture entrepreneurs. Grow North also leads the new year-long Bold Growth accelerator
program that supports the scaling of a handful of the highest potential food and ag startups in Minnesota.
Externally funded by industry partners, foundations and public-sector partners, Grow North has become
the starting point for entrepreneurs seeking to engage with Minnesota's growing entrepreneurial
ecosystem in food and agriculture.
HCE is committed to purposefully engaging and supporting the development of a diverse range of
entrepreneurs. The WE* (Womens Entrepreneurship) program has engaged more than 5,000 women
entrepreneurs and innovators in more than 32 events over the past 7 years. In 2020, MIN-Corps launched
the NSF-funded Inclusive Innovators Network, an education and coaching program for early-career
academics whose gender, race and/or ethnicity is underrepresented in technology commercialization.
Also in 2020, HCE was invited by JP Morgan Chase to lead the management education for its Ascend Twin
Cities program that supports the growth of BIPOC entrepreneurs. The second cohort of 10 companies is
currently participating in this 18-week on-campus educational program to develop growth strategies and
connect with procurement leaders from local Fortune 500 companies. Four companies in the initial 2020
cohort have already secured contractual opportunities as a direct result of this program.
HCE also partners with leading national accelerators – connecting student startups and UMN spinouts
with external organizations to support their ongoing development. Multiple MN-based Techstars (Retail
- Target; Farm to Fork – Cargill/Ecolab; Health Care – UnitedHealth Group; Sports – MN Twins) and
Gener8tor accelerator programs are all led by recent UMN graduates and/or former HCE staff.
Mentoring
HCE mentoring programs draw from a pool of experienced mentors serving MN Cup, MIN-Corps and the
UMN technology commercialization office over the past 15 years. Currently, 153 volunteer mentors are
accessible through the TrustedPeer platform rolled out in 2020. An additional 13 Entrepreneurs-inResidence provide intensive coaching in on-campus courses, workshops and office hours.
Work Spaces
HCE funded and partnered with UMN Libraries to create and launch the new TOASTER Innovation Hub
facility by refurbishing a 6,500 sf space for student collaboration. The facility opened 3 weeks prior to the
COVID shutdown in March of 2020, during which time it organized 52 events, hosted 17 student clubs and
welcomed 187 members from across 10 colleges. This workspace will fully reopen in September of 2021
to support collaborative work on applied innovation and entrepreneurship projects.
Seed Funding
Over the past 11 years, HCE has supported the early-stage investment community and directed seed
capital to student-led startups:
 Provided seed capital micro-grants to 170+ student startup teams.
 Awarded 64 graduate fellowships (ranging from $3-75K) to students creating new ventures.
 Hosted bi-monthly meetings of Gopher Angels investor network, while supporting its operations
with multiple MBA students. Gopher Angels has invested over $18M in more than 60 startups.
 Launched Atland Ventures, a student-owned $1M venture capital fund led by UMN
undergraduates. HCE developed curriculum and ongoing connections to investor community.
 MN Cup annually awards $500K of non-dilutive capital to the most promising startups in MN.
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PANDEMIC PIVOTS
THIS YEAR, THE ICONIC COMPETITION SHIFTED GEARS TO DELIVER ONLINE MENTORING,
PRIZES, AND CONNECTIONS TO PROMISING STARTUPS.

Weathering Covid-19
Startups are proving uniquely suited to withstand the
challenges of a pandemic.
By Suzy Frisch
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FACTS ABOUT
MN CUP APPLICANTS

33%
were pre-revenue

50%
were bootstrapped with
no outside funding

55%
have three or
fewer employees
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eth Fynbo was gearing up for a hectic year
of traveling to expos and retailers to promote her new product, the Busy Baby Mat.
She had 1,000 mats on hand in retail packaging, ready for in-store sales. But when the world
shut down in the spring, that plan went bust.
As entrepreneurs often do, Fynbo pivoted.
She kicked off a social media
marketing campaign and
e-commerce sales. Her pitch
for the silicone mat with tethers
for attaching baby toys—and
keeping them off the floor—connected with consumers who
are especially germ-conscious
lately. Busy Baby’s sales soared,
doubling from the previous year.
“If Covid didn’t happen,
I wouldn’t be growing nearly
as quickly as I am now,” says
Fynbo, whose company is
based in Oronoco. “Everyone has needed to pivot during this time, and
small companies can do it instantly.”
If there’s one thing that entrepreneurs have
mastered this year, it’s shifting operations to
mesh with new realities. Few businesses have
remained unscathed by Covid-19, but some
have fared better than others. A survey of MN
Cup competitors found that running an earlystage company during a pandemic isn’t all bad.
For example, 80 percent of respondents noted
that Covid-19 had a meaningful impact on their
business, prompting changes in their approaches
or plans; 36 percent reported that the impact
was positive, 24 percent said it was negative,
and 40 percent noted it was too soon to tell.
Every year, MN Cup offers participants a range
of support as they develop their business plans,
pitches, and strategies. Such guidance was
never more important than in 2020, as entrepreneurs faced additional stresses and challenges
because of the pandemic. Like every year, each
of the 90 semifinalists was matched with one or
two mentors who provided specific advice and
feedback—a key part of the competition; in
addition, MN Cup held several virtual education
sessions covering topics like financial modeling, building inclusive teams, and e-commerce
sales. Participants could view them at any
time from an online library. “We heard from
companies that they appreciated the flexibility
and increased accessibility to the education
sessions,” says MN Cup director Jessica Berg. “It
made it easier for them because many of them

are still working full-time jobs or on the side.”
Pivot Interactives definitely saw its fortunes change during Covid-19, says CEO and
co-founder Peter Bohacek. The Afton company makes interactive videos for scientific
lab instruction. It previously created more than
5,000 versions of videos that allow students to
analyze real events. They can change various
parameters to broaden their scientific exploration, such as observing what happens when
a ramp is steeper or a solution is warmer.
Bohacek, a high school physics teacher,
formed the company in 2016 to offer the videos
and software as a subscription service. Sales
were growing steadily, doubling year over year,
until the pandemic struck. As schools nationwide
went online, educators sought ways to engage
students in lab learning from home. Before long,
Pivot Interactives saw a tenfold spike in demand from around the world, Bohacek says.
It was almost too much of a good thing.
Scores of students and teachers sought onboarding help and answers to questions—many more
than Bohacek, who handled almost all of the
customer service himself at that point, could
handle. Since then, Pivot Interactives has hired
and trained a dozen employees, improved its online tools, and fixed question-prompting features.
Though Covid-19 triggered the sales boost,
the growth might have staying power. “Early
on, we were seeing people use it because
they didn’t have a choice—there were very
few options for video-based labs,” Bohacek
says. “Now they are saying, ‘I’m going to
use this for post-pandemic learning, too.’”
For Albertville-based Stā Active, running a
startup during a pandemic has been a mix of
pros and cons, says co-founder and president Tim
Porth. The company’s E5, an at-home therapy
device for tennis elbow, has been making strong
progress since its 2018 start. But Covid-19 stalled
a clinical trial and pushed back its product
launch by six months because of manufacturing delays and an inability to visit factories.
Still, Porth points out some positives. With
calenders more open, potential vendors have
more time to discuss the E5. Plus, people might
favor an at-home physical therapy device
if they want to avoid clinics, Porth says.
“Covid has really helped me plan and
communicate better. We used to have a lot
of sit-down meetings,” he adds. “Now, I have
to really think through my communication and
make sure people understand what they are
doing and why. I think we’re working smarter.”

What Is MN Cup?

S

ince 2005, the Minnesota Cup (MN Cup) has served as a vehicle for discovering, supporting, and celebrating the most promising business ideas in the state. It started as a business
plan competition and has expanded to include year-round events, education, and guidance
for entrepreneurs across Minnesota. By operating as a public-private partnership, the MN Cup has
evolved into a vibrant entrepreneurial ecosystem that helps innovators and their companies thrive.
Today, the free competition features nine divisions and gives away $500,000 in seed capital.
More than 17,000 Minnesotans have competed since it began, including 1,042 participants in
2020. They benefit in a multitude of ways, including mentorship, pitch coaching, expert feedback, connections to other entrepreneurs, and publicity. The process follows a set timeline:

June-July

March
Online applications
are due.

May

Semifinalists are paired with one or two
mentors with deep industry and business
experience. Mentors counsel teams as they
work on their business and competition
materials, including a 10-page business plan,
one-minute video, and 15-slide investor
presentation. In addition, participants gain
access to workshops and educational
sessions—this year, held virtually.

Division judges score all
applications, then select
about 90 semifinalists
in late May.

REVIEW BOARD MEMBERS

August
September 22

Judges score these
materials and select three
finalists from each
division.

Nine division winners present their pitches
to the Grand Prize Review Board. The board
selects the grand prize winner and runnerup, who earn an additional $50,000 and
$20,000, respectively. Special prizes totalling
$130,000 are awarded for other categories,
including top woman-led business, top
veteran-led business, and top Greater
Minnesota innovator.

Early September

• Carlson Family
Foundation awarded
$25,000 to the top
veteran-led business:
Harvest Nation

• Holmes Center for
Entrepreneurship awarded
$20,000 to the business
with the greatest long-term
potential impact, the Moonshot Prize, to Vonzella

Brett Carter Sr..........Xcel Energy
Lisa Crump.............Cairn Ventures,
Sofia Fund
Sara Dziuk..............Junior Achievement
of the Upper
Midwest
Leslie Frecon...........LFE Capital
Sima Griffith............Aethlon Capital
Beth Kieffer.............Lurie LLP
Leonard
Joel Lebewitz..........Retired Lurie LLP
Brad Lehrman.........Soffer Lehrman
Law Group
Howard Leonhardt...Leonhardt
Ventures, Cal-X
Stars Business
Accelerator
Joy Lindsay............StarTec
Investments,
Sofia Fund

SPECIAL AWARD PRIZES
• MEDA/JP Morgan Chase
awarded $25,000 to the
most innovative business
led by a founder of color:
Pikup

Barbara Butts..........Capella University
Williams

Frank Jaskulke........Medical Alley

Finalists give a 12-minute presentation
to division judges. The judges select
division winners, runners-up, and thirdplace finishers for each division. Division
winners receive $30,000 in seed
capital, except for the youth division,
which receives $10,000.

• Carlson Family
Foundation awarded
$25,000 to the top
woman-led business:
Busy Baby

		
Allison Barman.......Philanthropy
Executive

• DEED awarded $10,000
to the Greater MN Innovator: Shrpa
• DEED awarded $10,000
for Woman of Color Innovating in Technology:
Seraph 7 Studios

• Securian Financial
Group awarded $10,000
to the company working
to improve and enrich the
lives of families:
Checkable Medical
• Southern Minnesota Initiative Foundation
provided a $5,000 cash
grant award to a startup
from its region: Shrpa

Scott Litman............Lucy Co-Founder,
MN Cup CoFounder
Dan Mallin..............Lucy Co-Founder,
MN Cup CoFounder
Shawn McIntee.......McIntee Maslon
LLP
Wendy Nelson........Carlson Family
Foundation
Jeff Robbins............Avisen
Bruce Shay.............Securian
Financial

mncup.org | 2020 | MINNESOTA CUP
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BlueCube Bio

M

REVIEW BOARD MEMBERS
Marguerite..............Fredrikson &
Ahmann
Byron, P.A.
Xavier Frigola..........Mayo Clinic
Thom Gunderson....Retired from
Piper Jaffray
Frank Jaskulke........The Medical
Alley Association
Beth Kieffer.............Lurie, LLP
Leonard
Kevin Larsen...........OptumLabs
Dan Mallin..............Lucy
Frank Mortari..........Bio-Techne Corp.
Lars Oddsson.........RX Function
Sara Russick...........Russick Group
Chris Schad............DMC Economic
Development
Agency
Chris Scorzelli.........Minnesota Humble
MedTech/Innovation
Consulting
Martha Sewall.........University of
Minnesota
Rick Sitarz..............Lifecore Biomedical
Kari Snaza..............UnitedHealth Group
Amanda Welters......Fredrikson & Byron,
P.A.
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innesota trees
endure harsh
winters, but every
spring they come back
to life. Allison Hubel, a
mechanical engineering
professor and cryopreservation scientist at the
University of Minnesota,
wondered what helped
them survive the cold.
Hubel’s curiosity led her
to research the biology of
trees to determine how
to apply their natural processes to cellular therapy,
and her work paved the
way for a breakthrough
in the cryopreservation process needed for
From left:
cellular therapy, a living
Katie Hornberger,
medicine that engineers
Karen Dodsen, Rui Li
the body’s cells to fight
diseases like cancer.
In 2020, Hubel joined
three other scientists and entrepreneurs to
start BlueCube Bio in Minneapolis. Together,
the women are introducing technology that
improves cryopreservation techniques to preserve
cells and tissues used for medical treatments.
Ultimately, its products will help pharmaceutical companies expand their outputs of cellular therapies, says CEO Karen Dodson.
Cellular therapies, like immunotherapy and
stem cell treatments, have emerged as effective
weapons against cancer, autoimmune illnesses,
infectious diseases, and even lung damage
from Covid-19. But traditional cryopreservation
methods use a toxic compound called dimethyl
sulfoxide, which kills between 30 and 50 percent
of cells after freezing and thawing, Dodson says.
BlueCube Bio’s nontoxic products allow cells to
freeze to subzero temperatures at a controlled
rate, protecting their critical components.
For winter survival, trees rely on osmolytes such
as sugars and amino acids to protect their cells
from the cold. BlueCube Bio’s products incorporate these same molecules, eliminating the
need for dimethyl sulfoxide. Dimethyl sulfoxide,
used for decades, can cause serious side effects
like seizures and heart attacks, Dodson says.
About half of the cellular therapy industry
avoids freezing cells entirely because of concerns about toxicity or issues with how cells
function after thawing. But not freezing cells
limits the number of people who can receive
cellular treatments because unfrozen cells can’t
be shipped. BlueCube Bio’s products will help

pharmaceutical companies more quickly and
efficiently manufacture and distribute cellular therapies—and expand the number of
people who can receive them, Dodson says.
BlueCube Bio solutions give cells a better
chance of surviving after cryopreservation.
Hubel’s research shows that cells frozen with
BlueCube Bio technology function normally after
thawing. “It gets rid of a lot of cell death,” Dodson
says. Ordinarily, “they might freeze many, many
thousands of cells, and only 50 percent of them
are living when they thaw. With BlueCube Bio, 85
to 95 percent will survive the thawing process.”
Hubel received two National Institutes of
Health grants to develop the new cryopreservation platform. Since 2017, her lab has validated
protocols, developed a program for production, and scaled manufacturing. BlueCube Bio
licenses Hubel’s technology from the university.
BlueCube Bio has a strong market in cellular
therapy’s $18 billion, rapidly growing industry.
The company is already manufacturing its first
product: cryopreservation kits for mesenchymal
stromal cells, used for treating organ transplant
recipients and people with damaged lungs from
Covid-19. BlueCube Bio had its first sale about
six hours after its soft launch, showing industry
excitement about its technology, Dodson says.
The company plans to release a second product in 2020 for pluripotent stem
cells, often used for cancer treatments. In
2021, BlueCube Bio will have three to four
other new products ready for release.

2021 SPRING WORKSHOPS

Info at https://mincorps.umn.edu/programs

Explore the market potential of a research-based innovation.
Develop the commercialization narrative for an SBIR/STTR proposal.
Qualify for the NSF national I-Corps Teams program.

It all starts with value proposition design....
VALUE PROPOSITION DESIGN CERTIFICATE COURSE
A demanding certificate course with instruction and mentoring by experts in tech commercialization. Five hands-on
sessions: lean launch pad intro, product-market fit, customer discovery, pathway to commercialization, market
assessment. NSF-funded grants (up to $3,000) for customer research. Successful completion can lead to
nomination to I-Corps National Teams, including a $50,000 grant for intense customer research and business model
design. This course is designed for innovators exploring the commercialization potential of specific research-based
innovations.
Medical: Feb 10, Feb 17, Mar 3, Mar 17, Mar 31 noon-2:00pm - Register Here
- Taught by Martha Sewall, medial innovation consultant and former executive at Smiths Medical, who has
launched >15 medical products.
Science & Engineering: Feb 11, Feb 18, Mar 4, Mar 18, Apr 1 noon-2:00pm - Register Here
- Taught by Dale Nugent, engineering innovation consultant and former Venture Executive at the UMN Technology
Commercialization office.

VALUE PROPOSTION DESIGN "LIGHT" WEBINAR
Same content as the above VPD certificate courses, but no homework, no need for a specific innovation, no
mentors, and no grants. A good way to gain exposure to the concepts before taking the plunge.
Five-session sequence: Feb 22, Mar 1, Mar 8, Mar 15, Mar 22 4:00-6:00pm - Register Here
- Taught by Carla Pavone, Program Director of MIN-Corps, and Terri Barreiro, co-founder of Impact Hub MN and
exec-in-residence at the Holmes Center for Entrepreneurship.

MIN-Corps is the University of Minnesota site of the National Science Foundation I-Corps
program. We provide commercialization education and coaching to help STEM students, staff
and faculty develop the skills required to ranslate their innovations into products and services
with real-world impact. For more information go to https://mincorps.umn.edu/ or email Carla
Pavone at pavo0003@umn.edu

